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A Day
in the











What do we do day in and day out? We
read, we absorb information, and we try our
best to make it all mean something to our
lives. Who knows if it ever really will.
Perhaps in twenty years when you pull this
book out of a cardboard box full of old Reli-
gion papers you were sure you would want
later and Spring Formal pictures you will
have forgotten just what your days were like
at George Fox University. The L'Ami staff
strived to remedy that with this collection
of people and activities that made up each of
the days you spent here
.
A day is only twenty-four fleeting hours
but, when placed side by side, they become
the building blocks of each George Fox
student's life and what inevitably made the
University. As the campus watched the days
of Dr. Edward Stevens diminish, a new impor-
tance was placed on each moment we spent
here. Will we have done as much?
Will we have done enough?
So, with the buzz of the alarm clock we
remove ourselves from the comfort of our
beds, induce alertness with a jolt of caf-
feine and proceed to create our life at
George Fox. . .Day by Day.
3
We are busy students leading
busy lives. But we manage to
make time for Friday night




We need the escape, we need
the relaxation . Or do we just
like to goof around?
In any case, we have fun,
grow closer together , make
fools of ourselves all with
up- turned lips.

Mike Piper swings his
partner during the hoe
down.
Michelle Jamison gets
some help moving her
stuff through the Carey
suites area to Willcuts
suites.









Venturing out of the
safety of our homes
into the world of
responsible adults.
Some travel a few
miles, others thou-











fers alike found it a
challenge to get
acquainted and
adjust to the chaos
bound to occur when
hundreds of young
people get together
to try to learn. The
freshmen experience
at Fox is a (of differ-
ent than the experi-
ences offered at
other schools.
















This is one of the
beautiful things
offered here at Fox-
fhe welcome that you
receive when your
feet first hit the
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Kerri Kennison enjoy the
food and conversation
during the Health Fair.
Vision test
Amy Weybrifiht deco-
rates a flower pot during
Art Week.
Ben Zimmerman runs off
to an urgent task, not





















































































and Penny McKee help












The L'ami staff: Deanna The illustrious Darkroom
Cinfas, Amy Wharfield, staff: Manager Andrea
Amanda Johnson, Adamson, Megan Collins-
Assistant Editor Celeste Richards, and Carley








































*We really tried to
ncorporate KFOX
>ack into the hands




:hanged to a four-
>age format to "uti-




The L'Ami staff made
a bold step away from
tradition and decided
to make the cover
red. "We realize that
Linfield and
Willamette both use












room staff took on
the responsibility of
supplying Pictures to
ASC to help promote
campus activities.
"None of us are
professional Photog-
raphers, we just love







discuss the paper's final







A group of Mexico trip
members work on
finishing up the house
they built for a Mexican
family in El Florido.
With a scene of the city
behind him, John Macy






















spend a portion of
Christmas break or
the entire spring















in need and gain
much more in return.
Serve trip coordina-
tor Angela Box said,
M We had more people
go on these trips than
ever before. We had
brand new trips never
done before to New
"Going on a



























clothes, to building a
house for a family.
The work that serve
trip participants did
was extremely ben-
eficial and if was
definitely an experi-





asm during the Home-
coming basketball game,
Buzz Allcroft and his
Little Bruin Kenny
Lockwood cheer on the
Bruins. Activities such
as ice cream parties and
basketball games gave
George Fox mentors and
their Little Bruins many
opportunities to spend
time together.
During the Fall Party at
Friendsview Manor,
Desiree (vie talks with
Esther Kalages. Parties
were frequently given so
students could share and













/ere offered this year
ar students to provide




ox students an avenue
y which to provide
lentorshiP to local
tudenfs. Students visit














Being a mentor gave
le a chance to have a
art in the community
nd ( had a lot of fun
eveloping a relationship
>ith my Little Bruin."
Every Friday
ighf students went to
ownfown Portland to
erve the homeless and
ray for the city. The
irban Services commit-
tee was in charge of
Street Ministries as well
as working on a gang
prevention center. When
asked about her experi-
ence participating in
Street Ministries, Cami
Schloff was quoted as
saying, "( enjoyed
participating in some-
thing that does a service












in the lives of
senior citizens in our
community. This minis-
fry allowed students to




provided help to the
Newberg area in various
ways that get George





with a resident from the
Manor, Mike Hampton
participates in the






Kelli Barlow, Emily Rice,
and Joe Thouvenel share
their talents with the
residents.
Completely engrossed by
the 3-D movie, Ryan
Dougherty and Trevor
Hurley enjoy "The




Vail and Laura Sickler
sample some of the
snacks provided by
Marriott.




































and Soul Food 76
gave students a






from the Black La-
goon** shown out on
the clock tower lawn
and the ?0*s dance.
Alcohol Awareness
Week was held later
in the fall and in-
cluded activities such
















the fall activities gave
the students at
George Fox a fun and








Schwanz serve eggs and
breakfast burritos.













The Heritage of the
























































Kb During the Homecoming
Game against Pacific
University, Jared Gallop
makes a jump shot.
Ellen Friberg, Brandee
McClelland and Brooke
Wayland enjoy the Henry





Sarah Rush kicks the ball









Clad in cheering attire, Ryan Alvis.
Nate Mclntyre, Andrew Fodse,
Jeremy Schlott, and Darren Weidman
support the powder puff same.
Matthew Reynolds and Tim Hall
choose a slice of pepperoni during
the pizza and root beer feed.
Activities
* The powder puff partici-
pants Pick themselves up
,
after a serious brawl.
A group of George Fox
jj men flounder around on







































off the hat she made and
helps Cocav Ensman
decide which hat to
make.
Juniors Michael Moody
and Brian Schwartz make
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Perhaps the big-



















a free to decorate,
each class received a
tree for the decorat-
ing contest,










pers Service was also
the same night as
well as the outdoor
candlelighting cer-
emony.













were invited to put on











both great ice cream
and good conversation
during the (ce Cream
Social.
Andrew Fodse, a future
culinary master, skillfully
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I he excitement of
Sprinfi! The flowers





























the monkey got after
their number.
Theatre games has
proven to be an event
not just a game, (t
allows the partici-













retreat was held at
Camp Magruder in
Rockaway Beach.
The year has come to
a close and holds
memories and people
that will remain with
us even with the
passing of time.
26 Activities
Let it be a sweet sound...
Matt Cross and Kristina
Barnes sing praise to the
Lord during the retreat.
Andrea Wheeler creates





and Katy Schnitker enjoy
goofing around during
the (ce Cream Social.
27
During the casual wear
segment Jon Rickey is
escorted by his little
brother. "( enjoyed
having the opportunity to
serve Christ by raising
money, and also to
perform with my best
friend, my brother
David/* said Jon Rickey.
Impersonating Mr. Bean
during the talent seg-
ment, Josh Cogar is
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"I was a little appre-
hensive at first to
commit to being in
the Pageant, but I am
very glad that I was
talked info if. (had a
stinking awesome
time with the guys
















for Habitat and enter-
tained the audience
during the pageant.
The Participants did a
talent competition,
formal wear, casual




















amount of money for
a good cause. That
is what the Mr. Bruin




Practicing a basket toss
for the opening dance
segment, some of the
participants make sure
their form is correct.
The contestants dance
with each other to "Do
You Love Me?" and
show how their hard






including three of the
participants.
The group: Jaime Johnson,
Josh Reid, Matt Cross, Greg
Lutze, James Lunt, Jeremy
Schlotf, Darren Finnecy,




I see interpretive dance
as the ultimate musical
expression.
Participating in the lip
sync competition gave
me an outlet for my
creative energy and an
opportunity to be crazy
in front of my peers,















Shaun McNay and Katie
Putignano kill time while















































The first Place award
went to "The His-
tory of Rock," a




















Place went to the





Each Act was voted
on by the audience
and tallied during the
show.
Up syncing to "The Girl
is Mine," Mark Pothoff
swoons over Shaun
McNay's Paul McCartney










Faith Chapin and Jeffrey
























theme, "The Heart of
the Ocean** and was
elaborately coordi-


















however. The size of






to point out that their
were far more people
interested in the dance
this year than in the
past and they were
unable to have pre-













ing and here we were
dancing and having a
great time on a little,
overcrowded boat.
But, I didn't want to
miss the social event




Free at last, Elliott
Lawless shows off his
diploma after graduation.
Cami Hurt and Christina
Hunter smile as they
prepare to receive their
diploma.
Activities
This is where if
happens. This is
where every senior is
pushed off the secu-
rity of the college
diving board into the
pool of the world and
forced to use all their

















on anything except the
back of the student's
head in front of them.




leading me. This is
where all the money I
earned working Physi-
cal Plant went. This
one piece of paper.
This is what I have to
show for all my hard


























The last class ends and we
stumble to the courts, track,
gym to endure drills,
frustration, triumph.
Dribble, pass, set, stretch,
sweat. We work out the stress
of the day's exams and clear
our heads of
tomorrow' s papers.
Free to better our bodies, we
compete for pride in our
University and ourselves
.
Then we pack up our running
shoes and tennis rackets,
return to our dorms and wonder
once again how it will all get
done.





winning season, but a
5-1 less to Seattle
Pacific University
brought them one win
shy of extending their






season with an overall
record of 12-6-1 and a













"They were rowdy but
they showed they
cared and that they













their third and fourth








in areas far be-
yond just the soc-
cer arena and made
me look at life in
a whole new way.
- Travis Johnson
T
ransfer Marc Misiewicz attempts to defend
against an opponent's aggressive head shot.
Misiewicz played the forward position.
1998 Men's Soccer (front) Matt Tinder, Kris
Sorenson, Marc Misiewicz, Brandon Reyna, Curtis Selby,
Bryant Ercanbrack, Jeff Wells, Travis Johnson, Michael
Moody (middle) Coach Mike Nadeau,Coach Todd Williams,
Andrew Harper, Merrick Brownlee, Tommy Kolodge,
Joseph Crown, Wade Fleming, Josh Turpen, Joshua
Cogar (back) James Burke, Nigel Hunter, Nathan Beget,
Chad Pohlman, Chris Wood, Creg Lutze, Nick Cook,
Greg 5haffer, Coac\\ Manfred Tschan
orward Joe Crown craftily takes the black and white ball
into his possession and away from his University of Puget
Sound opponent.
3a









unior Sarah Bowder plays tough defense while
Kyla Yokers backs her up. Bowder and
Yokers have been starters for three years.
1997 Women's Soccer Team (front) Coach Byron
Shenk, Jennifer Harmon, Kelly McCabe, Katrina Crabb,
Staci Morris, Jennifer Overstreet, Ashleigh Hughes, Erin
Oates, Kyla Yokers. (back) Meghan Gibson, Katie
McCoy, Jessica Donnelly, Heidi Hughes, Valerie Cole,
Beth Kahut, Kara Erickson, April Sterhan, 5arah





season with a focus
that was carried
throughout. The team
made specific goals that
they wanted to have
accomplished by the end
of the season.
One of the goals was
to make it to the
conference playoffs.
Disappointing as it was,
the team didn't make it,
however, they met
many of their other
goals due to teamwork
and determination.
Senior Heidi Hughes
said, "We worked hard
and skill wise it was
there. It was almost
like we were unlucky
for not going further."





was named to the First










started every game for
four years—she should
have been on the All-
Conference team."
44





was a fantastic year.
The team completed
the season with its
best winning
percentage since




Bruins proved to be a










named second team as





Grant said, "I would
say this is the best
team I know of that
has ever played at
George Fox. ..I think
some of the reasons
for our success were
a solid level of
dedication by all team
members and a high
level of goal setting at
the beginning of the
season. And we also
had strong leadership-
both on the court and
in spiritual areas."
Defensive specialists Rachel Evans and Janette Monckton L A iddle hitter Beth Davis follows through after a powerful hit
prepare to return the opponent's serve. The defensive I I to score another point. Davis earned a post-season award
positions provided a solid support for the successful team. I of honorable mention in the Northwest conference.
42 Sports
I LOVE MY TEAM! I
REALLY ENJOY THE
LADIES WE HAVE ON








atherlng together after a win, the team
encourages each other and prepares for yet
another match.
1998 Volleyball Team (front) Angela Powell,
Rachel Evans, Jennifer Rennie, Beth Davis, Janette
Monckton. (middle) Charysse Chownlng, 5haron
Barnett, Jennifer Schultens, Kari Guyer, Amy Redenius.
(back) coadn, Michelle Harper, Amy 5hultens, Cobi Van
der Meer, Coodn Steve Grant.
elebrating after a side out, Sharon Barnett shows her
excitement and enthusiasm. Barnett was honored with the











onditioned for endurance, John Mantalas
races close behind teammate Bryan
Thompson.
1998 Men's Cross Country (front) Jon
Kershner, Eric Thompson, Scott Edinger, John
Mantalas, Matthew Schrock, Bryan Thompson, Scott
Oswald, Donovan Huffman, (back) Brian Schwartz,
Aaron Haynes, Phillip Autrey, Matthew Conner, Jason




cott Oswald vigorously finishes a race at Champoeg
State Park with Resident Director Mark Pothoff at his
heels. Pothoff ran the race just for fiin.
44 Sports






unity can often times
be difficult to achieve.
The men's team did
not meet some of the
goals they had hoped
for but they made
friendships they never
thought they would.
"We had a few bumps
along the way, but we
really came together
as a team and were
very tight," said Eric
Thompson
The team finished an









overall with a final time
of 26:18. Workman's
time earned him a






ran personal bests of
27:05 and 27:46
respectively.
"We all did really well,
especially towards the
end of the season,"
said Edinger.
Thompson reflected,
"This is a group of
classy guys. I thank
God that He has let
me be part of the
team."
W ith no one to pressure him, Aaron Haynes runs aheadof a distance pack of runners. D onovan Huffinan finishes the race at Champoeg StatePark. Huffinan transferredto George Foxfrom Utah Statein the fall.
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Heather Peterson runs with the group all the way
to the finish line. Peterson received the Ail-
American Scholar-Athlete Award.
ophomore Maria Harris distances herself from the
other competitors during the 1997 HOC race at
Champoeg State Park.
YOUNG TEAM MISSES RANKING BY TWO POINTS
T'he Lady Bruinsstarted with
almost a
completely new team
this year under the
leadership of veteran
coach Wes Cook and
team captains Rebekah
Ulmer and Rima Butler.
Tough competition
again this year stopped
them from getting in
the NAIA Top 25
Rank- they were 2
points shy.
The team's new runners
worked hard to Improve
themselves and the
team as a whole.
"I was pleased with my
progress as an individual
and I am proud of the-
efforts made by the
other girls as well," said
Melody McCart.
McCart raced her way
to number 22 in the




Rebekah Ulmer had the
Lady Bruin's best time
at 19:03.02 and Rima
Butler set her best
time at 19:35.(5.
Heather Peterson
qualified for NAIA Ail-
American Scholar-
Athlete recognition.
She was the third
female from Oeorge
Fox to qualify this




had some setbacks, we
were successful. The
friendships that I have
made on this team, and
the lessons that I have
learned are so
valuable. I look
forward to next years
jump rope "routine."






ansa Merritt leads a group of runners during a
race at Champoeg State Park. The women
worked hard to better themselves as athletes.
1997 Women's Cross Country (front) Stacey Parker,
Marlsa Merritt, Jamie McElwain, Maria Harris, Karyn
Starr (back) Student Trainer Jessica Oblander, Heather
Peterson, Bekah Ulmer, Melody McCart, Rlma Butler
enior team member, Rima Butler leads a pack of
Willamette and Pacific Lutheran competitors. Butler's
experience was vital to the team's competitive edge.
47
M
ike Faberjumps and shoots for two points against an
opponent in a home game against Seattle Pacific
University. J
unior Jared Gallop takes a shot over a block by a
Seattle Pacific player. Gallop, a starting player for the
Bruins, was the key to many points in the 1998 season.
MORE SUCCESS IS IN OUR FUTURE
The 1997-98 year was
chalked full of difficulties for
the Bruins, but the team
gained tremendous
experience and always faced
their challenges with fierce
determination to be the best.
With an overall record of\5
wins and 9 losses, the
Bruins came away with a 22
place ranking in the league.
"I've never participated on a
team that was as much fun
to play with as this one, we
were blessed with success.
Hopefully, with the return of
the entire team next year,
more success is in our future,"
said an optimistic Jared
Valentine.
The guys were very
supportive of each other and
built solid long-lasting
friendships. Tim Buechsel's
most memorable part of the
team was "definitely all of the
friendships with the dudes."
With the majority of the team
returning in the fall, Kyle
Valentine hopes that the
knowledge gained by the
team will help them "bring
back a championship banner




team that was as
much fun to play
with as this one.
-Jared Valentine
M
aking his way through Seattle Pacific
opponents, Benjamin Kroon leaps for an easy
two point lay-up.
1998 Men's Basketball (front) Aaron Newkirk,
Jared Valentine, Ryan Cruz, Tyler Kuske, Kyle Valentine,
James Macy, Jordan Green, Coach Mark Vernon, (back)
Assistant Coach Tom Kettleson, Andrew Coleman, Kyle
Wonderly, Jared Gallop, Michael Faber, Benjamin Kroon,
Tim Buechsel, Tony Dohren.
yle Valentine, junior, stragetlzes how he will make the
next move against the opponent to keep the ball moving
for the Bruins.
49
The best thing about
our team was that we
had fun. We all got
along and had respect
for each other. We
were also very
supportive of each





unior post Michelle Harperjumps and with no
problem at all shoots for two during a
home game against Hamline.
]998> Women's Basketball (front) Katie
Johnson, Rebecca Changus, Tonya Miller, Cherish
Carroll, Mlchele Fresvlk, Amy Forbes, Melissa
Heuberger. (back) Mike Wormanen, Kristy Fleming
Trisha Rathka, Joani Kroon, Katie Greller, Michelle
Harper, Rachel Powell, Tabltha Dawson, Nancy
Rissmiller, Coadn Scott Rueck.
maglne all the people... observing this act of support. Rachel
Powell and Tabltha Dawson look to help their fellow teammate. It
was at this moment that the team spirit and support really shined.
5Q Sports
This
was a great year for the
Lady Bruins overall. Of
course like anything they had
their ups and downs. "It was
disappointing at the end to lose
three games in a row but given the
young team I think we were
successful," said senior Cherish
Carroll.
However, throughout the season
there were events and highlights
that created fond memories about
the season and the team.
Throughout the team, the popular
memory was the win against PLU .
"I think my favorite game was when
we beat PLU at home in overtime,"
said senior Nancy Rissmiller. They
had beaten Fox the previous year.
Besides this popular memory there
were others that were and continue
to be remembered.
"My greatest memory is watching
Hyperburger cash a backwards
halfcourt shot to let us play corioon
tag in practice that day," reflected
sophomore Katie Creller.
Basketball, and any sport for that
matter, requires a willingness to
play as a team since it is not an
independent sport. There are
others who are working with you.
Everyone on the team strives
together to reach the same goal.
The Lady Bruins really
accomplished this. They went
above and beyond what a team
should look like. In relating with
each other they demonstrated
Christ's love. They remembered
that sometimes there are losses
but to always look on the brighter
side. Most importantly, they
showed through their athletic




enior Mary Butts returns home after an unsuccessful
attempt at bat. Butts and teammate Allison Vaubel were
the only 1wo seniors on the softball team. B
eth Kellogg looks to throw a player out as she runs toward
(
third base. Kellogg, a sophomore, played the shortstop
position.






The 1998 roster was
significantly diminished
from the previous
year. The team lost
13 players, but gained
six tough freshmen.










overall and 7-12-1 in
the Northwest
Conference. They
placed sixth in the
NCIC and therefore
did not making it to
the playoffs.
Agonizing defeat
hurts, but the team
remains hopeful that
their time will come
for a place in the
playoffs.
The future looks
bright for George Fox
softball. The team
worked well together,




With a look of intensity, sophomore Beth Davis
hurls the ball from the pitcher's mound.
Davis was one of two pitchers on the team.
1998 Softball Team (front) Sherilyn Cerig, Jennifer
Kennedy, Allison Vaubel, Erin Hatch, MaryButts, Rebecca
Changus, Rachel Camp, Brittany Baird, Assistant Coach
Ellen Stevens, (back) Head Coach Chris Gross, Tracy
Waters, Amanda Hallmeyer, Miriam Uesch, Tracey Hyde,
Beth Kellogg, Coby Van der Meer, Beth Davis, Assistant
Coach Holly Van Nortwick.
S3
"I think Nate Fast
epitomizes the
kind of pitcher we
want on our team.





ophomore Ryan Alvis winds up and pitches to
his opponent during a game at Morse Athletic
Field.
1998 Men's Baseball Team (front) Sundar
Cook, Matthew Unis, Will Clark, Jamie Johnson, Jason
Weig, David Farrell, Paul Andrewjeski, Chad
Hollabaugh. (second) Jordan Smith, Grant Christy,
Jason Seibel, Ryan Alvis, Lance Gilmore, Ryan
LeBreton, Eric Beasley, Jason Schilperoort. (third)
Coach Patrick Bailey, Mark Tyler, Sean Linder, Nate
Swan, David Rasmussen, Mike Shear, Nate Barnett,
Assistant Coach Geoff Loomis, Assistant Coach Jim
Reichenbach. (back) Ryan Munoz, Scott Spurlock,
Travis Tobin, Adam Lapp, Marcus Munoz, Matt
Saltmarsh, Nate Fast, Mike Piper.
e baseball team warms up and prepares themselves to
bat prior to a home game at Morse Athletic Field.
54 Sports
Unrecognizable in uniform, a six-
foot, two hundred pound man
strides to the plate taking with him
his weapon of choice: an aluminum
bat. Crouching In the batter's box,
patiently waiting for his pitch -
fastball, low and outside. Hurled
from the mound, he rips it up the
middle and beats the throw to first.
The die-hard fans cheer wildly.
Such Is a George Fox baseball
game.
The team had plenty of talent, with
fifteen pitchers on Its roster. This
plethora of skilled players made for
some serious competition among
the players.
"When you have depth as we did,
it pushes everyone (positively) for
time and innings. Only one guy
could be out there at a time and it
was kind of a dog fight to be the
one who was out there," said
sophomore pitcher Eric Beasley.
Third Baseman Ryan Le Breton
and pitcher Nate Fast were
selected as NAIA All-American
Scholar-Athletes.
Commenting on Fast's skills,
Beasley said, "He throws strikes,
changes speeds, and changes
locations. He's a gambler, In that
he will challenge anybody even
though his fastball tops out at
about 81 mph."
Catcher Mark Tyler was named an
NAIA Honorable Mention All-
Amerlcan athlete. Tyler tied the
George Fox doubles record with
20 this season.
DISAPPOINTED BUT UNDAUNTED
The Men's Track $ Field team were
discouraged by their non-scoring
performance at the NAA
Championship but were not detered
from having positive attitudes.
Brandon Workman finished ninth in
the steeplechase finals, the highest
finishing individual for the team. Ty
Taylor finished tenth in the javelin.
Scott Edinger and David Parser both
ran in the 400-meter prelims;
Edinger advanced to the semi-finals
with a time of55.17.4
Team captain Lucas Ankeny said,
"We are a very talented team. At
the beginning ofthe season, we were
struggling to understand how to be a
part of a team. We learned how to
put our attitudes and selfish desires
behind us. I feel we have all worked
hard at buying into the team concept
and have formed a great community."
The men became not only teammates
but friends. A real respect and
admiration for one another was
apparent in their actions and positive
comments regarding those they
competed with.
"Not only are my teammates great
athletes, but they're great people too.
If you ever need a good Christian to
talk to, they're right there for you,"
reflected Eric Costa.
"Running with the distance teams
(middle and long), I realized just how
good guys like Brandon Workman,
Bryan Thompson, and John Mantalas
really are," said Daron Hernandez.
Bryan Thompson commented, 'The
strong friendships, excellent
performances, and tons of fun, fun, fun
made it a season I'll never forget!"
5
howing endurance as he maintains his position within a pack
of runners, John Mantalas competes in a distance race at
George Fox. B
rennan Koch gives all he's got in order to propell himself in
the air during the long jump competition. This was Koch's
second year on the team.
56 s P° rts
" This season is





we really set the






Roy Lee clears the bar during the high jump
competition at Colcord Memorial Field. Lee
mpeted In the decathlon and hurdles.
1998 Men's Track (third) LeRoy Lee, Beau West,
Daron Hernandez, Justin Brock, David Parker, Andrew
5tave, Aaron Routon, Brennan Koch, Eric Costa, Tyler
Gassaway, JJ Arthur, Mike Dahl, Ty Taylor, (fourth)
Coac\\ Scoff Brown, Jason Baugh, David Nichols, Eric
Thompson, Nicholas Petersen, Bryan Thompson,
Brandon Workman, 5cott Oswald, Jeff Votaw, Joshua
Howery, Coach Dave Guzman, Goad) John Lucclo.
(back) David Lovejoy, Luke Ankeny, Jim Haley, John
Mantalas, Lafe Paulson, Ryan Mebust, Shane Bentley,
Ian Strauss, Matthew Reynolds, Scott Edinger.
57
"The track season








tting forth all of her effort, Jocelyn Kennedy
performs the long jump. Kennedy has been on
he team for two years.
1995 Women's Track (front) Coach Wes Cook,
Marlsa Merritt, Nancy Rissmiller, Rachel Powell, Amy
Forbes, Ramie Boyd, Heather Hunt, Barbara Leyiand,
Demetria Anderson, Trisha Rathka, Kara Erickson,
Jamie McElwain, Olivia Fromdahl. (second) Use Friberg,
Melody McCart, Jocelyn Kennedy, Meghan Gibson,
Sharon Barnett, Kristin Chaney, Rima Butler, Jennifer
Adams, Heather Peterson, Sharla Rhoades, Karrie
Kiester, Marina Kielepinski.
J
ennifer Adams warms-up for her turn at the discus throw prior to
a meet on Colcord Memorial Field. This was Adam's first year on
the team.
58 Shorts
WO |VsTILL GOING STRONG |^
Once again the Lady Bruins
maintained their position as one ofthe
nation's top 25 teams. For the
eleventh consecutive year, the women
have scored points at the NAA Track
and Field Championship.
Nancy Rissmiller, ten time Ail-
American in her collegiate career and
national defending champion in the
high jump, finished third in that event.
Though she jumped 5-7, the same
heighth as the winner, she used more
attempts.
Rissmiller, a senior, was named
George Fox's 1998 All-Sports
Female Athlete ofthe Year.
Sharon Barnett finished seventh in
the 100-meter hurdles with a time of
14.90.
"I am excited at how all the
newcomers and youngsters have fit
into the team. We have had some
hard times and learning experiences,
but that is to be expected when a
"family" holds themself to high
standards." stated Barnett.
Echoing Barnett, distance runner
Marisa Merritt said, 'The track team
is my family. I cannot imagine spending
these months at Oeorge Fox without
that core group of people. My college
experience woul be a very different
one."
Winning wasn't the only memory made.
"My fondest memory was probably the
Spring Fling trip. It was incredible.
We had awesome times of worship and
one particular night, the power went out
and we had two and a half hours of
worship and confession time. It was
truly God and truly incredible," reflected
Barnett.
S
econd year track and field team member, Karrie Kiester,
bounds over a hurdle just behind a Pacific Lutheran
University competitor.
jima Butler, the team's senior distance runner, stays relaxed
as she finishes the second lap of the race. Butler was a
nber of the 4x800 meter relay team.
enior Rob Cruz finishes a back hand shot during practice at
iGeorge Fox. 'The team has a new attitude and believes it
can win against anyone," said Cruz.
During
a home court match, Thong Nguyen performs a
powerful serve. Nguyen was one of three freshman to join
the men's team.
£ MAKING SOME NOTSE^
Sincere optimism and
honest effort propelled the
Men's Tennis team to a
winning season, the first in
two years. With four
returning players and three
freshman, the men created
a balance unprecedented by
past years. They set out to
surprise opposing teams
and succeeded in surprising
themselves as well.
'The season went better
than expected thanks to the
hard work of the individuals
on the team and the new
coach who has done a
greatjob in his first year,"
said sophomore Todd
Hammans.
"With strong unit/ and
added depth and talent, this
year's team has been very
enjoyable to be on," said
senior Rick Cruz.
A feeling of camaraderie
developed between the
members of the team due in




reflected, 'As far as
teamwork goes, I think
everyone on the team gets
along and has fun playing
and practicing together
This in itself gives us an
advantage over teams who













"eeping his eye on the ball, Rick Cruz finishes a
serve. Cruz stated, "With our added depth this
Ji", it has brought confidence to the team."
1995 Men's Tennis (front) Ryan Cruz, Josh Kaiser,
Todd Hammans. (back) Thong Nguyen, Rick Cruz, Coach
Josh 5chweite, Justin Ubel, Robert Cruz.
I usti'n Ubel prepares to return a shot by his opponent during a
couples match with his partner, Thong Nyuyen. This was
Ubel's second year on the George Fox tennis team.
Freshman Jill McCulloch finishes a forehand shot during a faying low and watching the ball, Wendy Mueller prepares
casual time of practice. McCulloch was one of only 1wo *^^for a return shot during practice. "I think that, as a team,
freshman on this year's team. we have improved a lot this year," said Mueller.
\S/C ** toar pp ™«™HN I
S
Continued improvement already achieved. this year, "said Shawna
through dedicated "It's been a year of Hughes.
practice and undaunted improvement for all of us. All of this improvement
teamwork was the The win over Portland was ultimately in hopes
anthem proclaimed State University was of defeating their
throughout the year by probably the highlight of a powerful opponents.
the Women's Tennis long season," said Sarah "Our record has been
team. Each member of Johnson. improving each year
the team had a moment The team recognized the since the program was
of superior skill efforts put forth by each reinstated. If we pull
showcased during a individual and saw this as together and work as a
meet and each felt the a powerful quality of their team, we can really put i
team was bound for a relationship. "Everyone lot of teams to the test,
level higher than that has worked really hard said Wendy Mueller.
62 Sports
ished to the back court, Rachel McComb returns a long shot to
'her opponent during pre-match warm-ups. This was McComb's
second year on the team.
1998 Women's Tennis (front) Wendy Mueller, Shawna Hughes,
Rachel McComb. (back) Jill McCulloch, Kim Reimer, Coach Bonnie Elliott,
Sarah Johnson, Amy Gillett.
roncentration and skill are culminated as AmyGillette backswings and readies herself to
return an offensive shot by her opponent.
"Everyone has
worked really hard
this year and it
is great to see
that hard work




C H E E R L EA Dfs* missing .links r5 - P E PBA N [
Imagine entering a gymnasium
full of people sitting quietly in
the bleachers, staring blankly
toward the court, unaware of
who is playing or why they are
even there. This is roughly
the scene of a game if some
of the intrical players were
missing.
Of course, I'm talking about
the crowd-pumpers, audience
informers. The Cheerleaders
that channeled the energy
into united enthusiasm. The
Pep Band that created the
back drop for excitement.
And the Hosts that kept all of
this frenzy into some sort of
order.
"The hosts were supposed to
be the face of George Fox.
We were the PR people who
tried their best to make people
feel welcome," said host Micah
Moss.
Not always the most
rewarding of jobs, all three
groups found their time in the
gymnasium just as rewarding
as those who played on the
court.
Tiffany Currier said, "I kno
the basketball players real
appreciated us and what vn
were trying to do. They wou
always come over and thar
us after the game. The
made cheering that muc
more rewarding."
All of these groups ar
comprised of volunteers wr
felt a need to harness son
of their own enthusiasm fc
varsity sports into a role th*
felt qualified to fill.
lie Pep Band warms-up for a fast-paced nic
of musical entertainment during a men's
basketball game.
() 9 Pi
Cheerleaders (front)Stad Fisher, Tiffany Currier, Tara Herrmann, (middle) Demetria Anderson, Holly
Brown, Jennifer Budelman, Christina Ulberg. (back) Elsie Wenlworth, Sarah Stein, Melissa Warner.
64 Sports
he cheerleading squad creates a pyramid during
the Homecoming Assembly in Wheeler
Gymnasium
The Hosts (front) Sara Rogers, Robyn Chacko,
Shelley Yonemura. (middle) Sarah Lawrence, Micah
Moss, Trevor Hurley, Kim Hevener. (back) Stephanie
Jones, Allison Townsend, Anne Achberger.
helping
But more
ep Band (front) Klmberly Relmer, Katy Lunders, Becky Bailey, Katie Groeneveld, Desiree Somner, Cherice
ichenberger, Eryn McKee. (middle) Jennifer Adams, Kirsten Kessler, Beth DuPriest, Michelle Snyder, Beth
sllogg, Nate Mclntyre, Jonathan Morell. (back) Andy Mills, Shane Ocon, Jonathan Lewis, Ron Gulley, Shane













ile his teammates hold back the opponents, Nate
Mclntyre keeps his eyes on the ball while he rushes
down field during a heated game of flag football. 5
arah Johnson attempts to steal the ball from Michael Moody
as they compete for possession during an Indoor soccer
game In Wheeler Gymnasium.
A COMBINATION OF FUN AND COMPETITION

























serious and put forth
just as much if not
more energy into the
games as they would a
varsity sport.
Each sport was set up
Into leagues and each
team played the others
within their league.
Ken Littlefield's team
beat Snowbeat and the
Fat Boys In football 14-
to 7 and Josh Cogor,
Goby Van der Meer
and Chris Frye beat
Rob Reck!5 team In 3
on 3 basketball.







It's fun to see
all the students







eating his competition to the basket, Justin Ubel
oes up for the shot. 3 on 3 basketball was one
ofthe more popular intramural sports.
rking at getting past his persistent
opponent, Brian Wilson, 5teve Lewis
charges to the hoop In an attempt to score.
sing some fancy footwork, Lon Osborn attempts to stop his





University ' s veins. A daily
circulation of practices and
rehearsals strain but remain
imperative
.
Why put ourselves through
this? The love of music,
performance? The need to
display our gifts?
Something to occupy the day?
The price to pay for the





















"I like singing the
classical stuff. It
makes me feel like
I'm worshipping
God. Someone
even told me we
sounded like an-
gels/' said Nicole
Hood, a member of
the Bel Canto Sing-
ers, the women's
choir.
The Bel Canto Sing-







"I grew really at-
tached to my pitch
pipe. I would take it


















Members of the Chamber Singers,
led by John Bowman, sing during
the Christmas Vespers.
Michael Hampton sings "Thus The Bel Canto Singers enter
saith the Lord" during the Festi- Bauman Auditorium singing a







that I have ever
played with."
The Jazz Ensemble performs
"Concerto for Cootie" led by
guest conductor Frank Messina
during the Spring Concert.
Bass guitarists Bethany Sonerholm
and Andrew Mills perform during the
Jazz Ensemble's fall performance in
Bauman Auditorium.
The Handbell Ringers, directed
by Dr. David Howard, perform
a carol during the Christmas
Vespers.
Chehalem Symphony violinists
Wendy Clark and Kathryn Lee
perform during a fall concert.
Fine Arts






















the flute in the sixth
grade. I never
thought that I would
still be in band. Why
am I still in band?
It's an anomaly that








"When we got to




have no string in-
struments. We are
not a symphony but
the banner is still








telling us about the
snow geese every,









Party" by T.S. Eliot
and "All's Well That
Ends Well" by Will-
iam Shakespeare.
"The Cocktail Party"





the choices that they
and their friends
were forced to make
regarding their
indiscretions.
"I chose (the play)
because I resonate
with the relation-
ships: Who of us
hasn't had a love go
smash, been misun-
derstood or unloved,
felt alone in the
midst of people? I
chose it because
behind the intellec-
tual puzzle that has
intrigued me through
the years lies the
spiritual journey.
We who enact it for
you found the jour-
ney worth it," re-
flected professor Jo.
H. Lewis.
"All's Well That Ends
Well," a dark com-
edy about the cun-











Bailey in "The Cock-
tail Party."
Fine Arts
Joe Thouvenel as Bertram
in "All's Well That Ends
Well."
Ira Bailey tries to give some advice to
Ian Heimbegner while Beau Prichard
listens intently.
Trying to comfortthe chi Idren d u ring
a thunderstorm, Maria (Hayley
McGregory) leads them in 'The
Lonely Goatherd/
7
The von Trapp's, from left Kendra Faith During Captain von Trapp's dinner
Charles, Jeffrey Atkisson, Leah Weare, party, the von Trapp children
Titan Crawford, Sara Rogers, Amanda entertain the guests with "So Long,




The music of Rodgers
and Hammerstein's
musical tribute to the




The Theatre Arts de-
partment invited Ted
Desel to be a guest
director on their musical
production. "It is






you are accustomed to/'
said Josh Smith who
played Herr Zeller.
The audience's familiar-
ity with "The Sound of
Music" made it a chal-
lenge for the actors/
musicians. "I think
almost everyone has
watched the movie and
everyone has sung the
songs. It was fun
reliving others' memo-






mented, "It was a cool
opportunity to be a part
of a play that everyone
knows so well. But it
can be challenging too.
It was fun to be able to
add unique qualities to
characters that so many
people have grown up
with. And the kissing
thing isn't bad either."
Elsa (Shannon Killeen) and Captain
von Trapp (Marshall Pickens) listen as
Max (Brandon Thornburg) convinces






whim, but I had
always had a
desire to be in
DaySpring. Ever
since I came in as
a freshman and
my roommate





nities and I knew










































a second family to
you. Being an







the month of May
touring.
The DaySpring Singers (from front)
Thomas Payne, Matthew Magee,
Christine Barnett, Bethany
Sonerholm, Angela Raske, Jeremy
Kramer, Rachel Duncan, John
Galvin.
MATTHEW MAGEE
I think that this year's
group has a lot of
personality. We have a




ANGELA RASKE CHRISTINE BARNETT
"It has been a wonderful "My dream would be
learning experience to that this group be
be in DaySpring with a remembered for our
bunch of talented love for God as well as
singers and unique for others."
personalities."
7&
Jeremy Schlott tries to make the Members of the Players compete
Players a functioning "machine" in a Theatre Game-type game
during chapel. during Parents
7 Weekend.
The Players (front) Jeremy
Schlott. (Second) Rebekah
Crover, Tonya Wildhaber,









would place me in
the midst of deep,
lifelong friendships
and incredible
talent, and that he
would work through
us to do the
unfathomable/'
Tonya Wildhaber and
Wade Neiwert perform a
skit during Parent's Week-
end.
Players Joe Thouvenel and Rebekah Crover
along with Jeff Bailey and Hans Schneiter




"Imagine a group of
people who want nothing
more than to encourage,
teach, learn, from, share
with, and grow with each
other. A group of actors
that with their hilarious
accents and funny char-
acters make even a
routine ride in the car a
life-long memory. A
group that you can come
to with your total self and
it's OK to be different. A
group that comes to-
gether with the pure
intention of being used by
God and love it. A group
like that would be called
the University Players." -
Jeremy Schlott.
"I can't think of anything
else at Fox that has held
as many treasured
memories as Players has
for me. I thank the Lord
for such an amazing
opportunity to be a part
of His ministry in this
group. God has humbled
me as I have watched
Him use a weak, strug-
gling person as myself to
help minister His mighty
Word through Players." -
Heidi Oester
"Even when I am eighty
years old, the laughter
will still be ringing in my
ears (perhaps even
literally) as I pass on the
legacy of the University
Players to my grandchil-
dren. Players will live on
forever." -Wade Neiwert
"One of my most trea-
sured memories was at
our retreat. We barely
knew each other but the
children inside of us
came out as we ran down
the beach with Irish




What more can be said?
S4




unknowns. Faces we'll call
when life brings a change.
Faces we'll forget exist. Who
shares these walls, these
classrooms? Those we laugh
with in Marriott and those
that laugh at us mingling in
this atmosphere of unity.
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— SENIORS NOT PICTURED-
Hatem Al Sayegh Karah Fisher Chad Krober Andrew Rees
George Althaus Lisa Foltz Megan Krober Jamie Ridley
Carmen Anderson Sarah Foster Joy Kyllingmark Daniel Ross
Thomas Anthony Heather Geary April Lara Robin Ross
Andrew Arthur Carrie Gowens Jonathan Larson Angle Sax
Jennifer Baird Bryan Grant Nick Layton Christopher Sax
Tobiah Barnes Brian Greeley Chia-YiLee Linda Seelye
Amy Beebe Christy Gross Ya-Chi Lee Gregory Shaffer
Molly Benjamin Tony Guyette Jeremy Lloyd Jonathan Shaw
Tera Bloodgood Heidi Haley Amy Macy Mark Sherman
Margaret Bohn Timothy Hanson John McClanahan Michelle Smith
Anne Bowman Jacob Harris Debresha McDaniel Andrew Stave
Gina Boyd Jaime Hartnell James McLemore Jonathan Stockton
Benjamin Boyer Ian Heimbegner Peter Morgan Tammy Straka
Christa Bryce Joshua Howery Juli Morse Sarah Swanson
Philip Burnett Sheila Hoyer Beth Newman Brandon Thornburi
Matthew Callison Cami Hurt Misty Nicklous Natalya Tsytsyn
Amanda Calvert Denise Jackson Jing-Yi Ning Lauren Turner
Yu-Pink Chang Bjorn Jones Summer Olson Sharka Vokel
Matt Crawford Kerri Kennison Robert Page Carine Warren
Alex Dobson Andrew Kilman Jesica Parnell Quentin Watne
Dawnelle Droz Jeremy Kramer Lesley Pedersen Bradley Wood
Christina Durkee Adam Kraxberger Elizabeth Phares Leah Woolbright
Jennifer Eisner Tasha Kraxberger Robert Reck Laura Yang





































Britain and the world bid farewell to Diana,
Princess of Wales, on a sparkling Septem-
ber morning with a grand tribute rich in
pageantry. Since her death in a car crash in
Paris a week before, the country had wit-
nessed an astonishing outpouring of grief
that forced a repentant monarchy to join in
the kind of full celebration of Diana's life
that the millions of people who flooded into
London demanded.







































































































































McGraw, whose last two
albums ~ "Not a Moment
Too Soon" and "All I
Want"-- sold a combined 7
million copies, built his
career on a heartbreak bal-
lad. In the two years since
"All I Want" hit the charts,
McGraw became a mil-
lionaire, married country
music's Faith Hill, had a
daughter and gained re-
spect as a producer. His
fourth album, "Every-
where", reflects these
changes in his life. The hit








































The WNBA -- Women's National Basketball As-
sociation — completed its inaugural season with
the Houston Comets defeating the New York
Liberty for the championship. As the season
closed, the WNBA announced that two new
teams would be added in 1998. If it all works out,
the Comets will go to the Western Conference
with Los Angeles, Phoenix, Sacramento and
Utah. The new teams, Detroit and Washington,










































The roving vehicle Sojourner, the first mobile
explorer to land on another planet, landed on
Mars in 1997 and gathered soil and rocks. Over-
coming communication trouble and other set-
backs, the Sojourner left the Mars Pathfinder
landing craft. The robotic rover's six metal
wheels rolled down a ramp onto the surface. The
Sojourner, which was about the size of a micro-
wave oven, crawled around the surface of Mars,





The 11,000 residents of
the Caribbean island of
Montserrat witnessed
firsthand the devastation
that a very active volcano
can cause. The volcano
belched ash and small
rocks over several days in
September and forced
more than two thirds of
the population to evacu-
ate the island. A shortage
of housing was one of the
biggest problems, espe-
cially for those evacuat-
ing the central communi-
ties of the island. The
volcano on the British
protectorate island be-
came active two years
ago, and the latest erup-
tions caused most the
population to flee to Brit-





















































































Despite comparisons with earlier groups like Menudo and New
Kids on the Block, the Spice Girls have jumped into
superstardom, grabbing the adoration that comes with overnight
fame. With only one album to their credit, the five youngwomen
took the world by storm with their saucy antics and innumerable






















































































Chelsea Clinton went off to college some 3,000 miles from
home. The 18-year old National Scholarship finalist ac-
cepted an offer from Stanford University in Palo Alto,
Calif. Choosing this palm-studded campus 30 miles south
of San Francisco was a bit of a bold stroke for the first
daughter. Her Secret Service detail will try their best to












































The Dave Matthews Band has demonstrated over the course of
three albums and years of extensive touring that it has staying
power on the charts. Dave Matthews was born in Johannesburg,
South Africa, and moved to Virginia 10 years ago. He formed the
group in 1990. They had intended to come up with a "proper"
name, but the name stuck before they had time to change it.
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v the News.
Yasser Arafat was chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization
and president of the Palestinian National Authority. He was one of the
key leaders in trying to maintain peace in the Middle East. His 1993
handshake of peace with Yitzhak Rabin promised mutual recognition
between the Palestinians and the state of Israel. Under the agreement,











































































In one of the most competitive games
in Super Bowl history, John Elway
and Terrell Davis led the Denver
Broncos to a 31-24 upset of the Green
Bay Packers in Super Bowl XXXII.
The Bronco's first National Football
League championship ended the
American conference's 13-year los-
ing streak in the Super Bowl.








































































































































among the most well-
known and highly re-
spected women in the
world in the twentieth cen-
tury. In 1948 she founded
a religious order ofRoman
Catholic nuns in Calcutta,
India, called the Mission-
aries of Charity. Through
this order, she dedicated
her life to helping the poor,
the sick and the dying
around the world, particu-
larly those in India. Her
selfless work with the
needy brought her much
acclaim and many
awards, including the
Nobel Peace Prize in 1979.
She died at the age of 87 on
September 5, 1997 of heart








































President Bill Clinton was the first Democratic
president in 60 years to be elected to a second
term. Under his presidency, the United States
enjoyed the lowest rate of inflation since the early
1960's, and he was the first president in 17 years
to submit a balanced budget to Congress. How-
ever, a year after his re-election, Clinton was
under close scrutiny for campaign finance viola-
tions and alleged affairs.






































Jewel began writing songs when she was 17.
Now, at 23 , she's a star. She was raised in Alaska
where she began performing at the age of five.
Her junior and senior years in high school were
spent at the Interlochen Fine Arts Academy in
Michigan. She thenwent to San Diego, which she
now calls home. However, Jewel makes a point
of maintaining a solid connection to her roots in
Homer, Alaska ~ she carries a container of genu-
ine Alaska dirt wherever she travels.
In the News...
Princess Diana's sons,
William, 15, and Harry,
12, stood in attendance,
joined by their father,
Prince Charles and her
brother, Earl Spencer, as
her body was taken into
Westminster Abbey. Mil-
lions packed the city for
the funeral. It was a crowd
unmatched since the end




















































































The first component of the Mir space stationwas
launched in 1986. And except for two brief gaps,
the space station has been manned continuously
ever since. It has made more than 60,000 trips
around Earth. In 1994, the U.S. and Russia
agreed to conduct joint missions aboard the sta-
tion. These missions ar the phase of a program to
build an International Space Station. This station







































The Florida Marlins became major league
baseball's world champions in 1997, beating the
Cleveland Indians in the World Series. Just five
years old, the Marlins tied the Indians in the
ninth inning of the seventh game and went on the
win it all in the eleventh inning with a score of 3-
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John Denver died instantly
when his experimental plane
crashed into Moterey Bay in















































Adams, Jennifer 58, 65
Adams, Marisa 96







Al Sayegh, Hatem 94




Alvis, Ryan 22, 31 , 54, 96
Amela, Christina 96
Anderson, Carmen 94, 96













Arthur, Jonathan 56, 97
Artinian, Rebecca 97
Ashenbrenner, Austin 7, 97
Ashton, Aria 97







Bailey, Ira 74, 75, 97
Bailey, Jeff 10, 81
Bailey, Rebecca 76, 97
Baird, Brittany 53, 97









Barlow, Kelli 17, 70, 97
Barnes, Kristina 27, 97
Barnes, Toby 97, 94
Barnett, Nate 54, 97
Barnett, Sharon 23, 31 , 43,
58, 97




Baugh, Jason 44, 56, 97
Bauman, Lisa 15, 97
Baysinger, Tamara 97



















Black, Kerry 17, 98
Black, Sara 98
Blackwell, Cathleen 98



















Box, Scott 31 , 98
Boyd, Gina 94













Brock, Justin 57, 98
Brooks, Casey 98



















































Chaney, Kristin 58, 99
Chaney, Neil 100
Chang, Yu-Pink 94
Changus, Rebecca 50, 53,
100














Chowning, Charysse 43, 100
Christensen, Daniel 100
Christy, Grant 54, 100
Chuang, June 100






Clark, Wendy 72, 100




Cogar, Josh 29, 66
Colantino, Kimberly 100
Cole, Valerie 40, 100










Conner, Amanda 76, 101










Costa, Eric 56, 101
Cox, Brian 101
Coyle, David 101







Cross, Matt 27, 29, 85
Crover, Rebekah 26, 32, 80,
101
Crown, Joseph 39, 101
Cruz, Rick 61
Cruz Robert 61
Cruz, Ryan 49, 61, 101
Cullett, Jeremiah 101
Curammeng, Faith 101
Currier, Tiffany 64, 101
V
Dahl, Aaron 101
Dahl, Mike 56, 101
Dalke, Chantelle 102
Dahlke, Heather 101
Davis, Beth 31,43, 53, 102
Dawson, Tabitha 50, 102












Dohren, Tony 49, 102
Donahue, Jenae 102
Donlan, Amy 102
Donnelly, Jessica 40, 102
Dorsey, Valerie 102
Dougherty, Ryan 18, 102




















Edinger, Scott 44, 56, 103
Edmonds, Ryan 103







Engman, Cocav 24, 103
Epling, Karisa 103
Ercanbrack, Bryant 39, 103
Erickson, Kara 40, 58, 103
Eshuis-Hoekema, Jenn 103
Estrada, Jose 8, 1 03
Evans, Leanna 1 03
Evans, Rachel 43, 103
Eyon, Tae 103
Faber, Michael 49, 103













Fleming, Nathan 74, 103
Fleming, Wade 39, 103
Flora, Flora 103









Frankamp, Ben 33, 103
Frazier, Jamey 1 03
Frazier, Kevin 103
Frazier, Melody 1 03
Frazier, Stacy 1 03
Fresvik, Michele 50, 103
Friberg, Ellen 21, 103
Friberg, Use 58, 103
Frisius, Mark 15
Fromdahl, Olivia 58, 103
Frye, Chris 66, 103
Fuesser, Emily 104
Fuller, Aaron 104




Gallop, Jared 21 , 49
Galvin, John 65
Gander, Laura 104














Gerig, Sherilyn 31, 53, 104
Gibson, Joel 104
Gibson, Lee 104




















Breen, Jordan 49, 104
Bregory, Grace 104





















Haley, James 56, 105
Hall, Tim 8, 22, 105






Hammans, Todd 61, 105













Harmon, Jennifer 40, 105
Harper, Andrew 39, 105















Haynes, Aaron 44, 106
Haynes, Robert 106
Heckel, Marcus 106
Heimbegner, Ian 75, 94
Heinze, Jason 106
Heler, Tabitha 106
Helmboldt, Tim 31, 106
Henrich, Tammy 106
Herkelrath, Kristin 7, 106
Herling, Brian 106
Hernandez, Daron 56, 106
Herrmann, Shauna 106
Herrmann, Tara 64, 106
Hesselgrave, Brad 106
Hesselgrave, Holly 106
Heuberger, Melissa 50, 106
Hevener, Kim 65, 106
Hewitt, Tabitha 106
Hieb, Adam106
Himes, Seth 12, 106
Hinkle, Jared 106
Hitt, Shana 35, 106











Hood, Nicole 33, 73, 106




Hossler, Aimee 23, 106
Houser, Heidi 35
Houser, Joshua 106
Howery, Alisha 25, 106
Howery, Joshua 56, 94
Hoyer, Sheila 94
Huck, Matthew 106
Huffman, Donovan 44, 106
Hughes, Ashleigh 40, 107
Hughes, Heidi 40, 107
Hughes, Ron 107
Hughes, Shawna 63, 107
Hulbert, Dana 107
Hunt, Heather 58, 107
Hunter, Christina 34
Hunter, Mary 107
Hunter, Nigel 39, 107
Hurlbert, Jolene 107
Hurley, Trevor 18, 65, 107
Hurt, Cami 34, 94
Hurt, Crista 107













James, Elizabeth 33, 107

































Kahut, Beth 40, 108






Kellogg, Beth 53, 65, 108
Kelly, Rochelle 108
Kenagy, Melissa 108
Kennedy, Jennifer 53, 108
Kennedy, Jocelyn 58, 108
Kennison, Kerri 9,108
Kershner, Jon 44, 108
Kessler, Kirsten 65, 108
Kiddy, Kristen 108
Kielpinski, Marina 58, 108
Kiester, Karrie 58, 108
Killeen, Shannon 33, 77
Kilman, Andrew 33, 94
Kilpatrick, Jana 108











Koch, Brennan 56, 109











Kroon, Benjamin 49, 109































Lawrence, Sarah 18, 65, 10
Layton, Nick 94
Leastman, David 109
LeBreton, Ryan 54, 109




Lee, Kathryn 35, 72








3wis, Jonathan 65, 110
5wis, Ryan 110
3wis, Steve 67
jyland, Barbara 58, 110
esch, Miriam 53, 110
Ijenberg, Aaron 70





>ng, Nolan 19, 110
>ngman, Pamela 110




inders, Katy 65, 110
int, James 29, 33





icy, Hannah 33, 110
icy, James 49, 110



























McAlpin, Crystal 7, 1 1
1
McBride, Heather 1 1
1
McCabe, Kelly 40, 111
McCain, Kyle 111
McCamman, Amy 111
McCart, Melody 47, 58, 1 1
1
McClanahan, Mark 1 1
McClellan, Megan 111
McClelland, Brandee 8, 21,
111
McCloud, Shaun 111
McComb, Rachel 63, 1 1
1
McCoy, Kathleen 40, 1 1
McCreith, Eileen 73, 111
McCulloch, Jill 63, 111
McCullough, Desiree 90
McDaniel, Debresha 94
McElwain, Jamie 47, 58, 1 1
1
McGeehon, Michael 1 1
1
McGregory, Hayley 76, 1 1
1
Mclnturf, Anna 111
Mclntyre, Nathanael 22, 65,
66, 111
McKay, Becky 1 1
1
McKee, Elizabeth 90
McKee, Eryn 65, 1 1
1
McKee, Penny 1 1 , 90, 1 1
1
McKee, Sharon 11,31,111





Meadows, Gabrielle 1 1




Merrifield, Moriah 1 1
1




Mills, Andy 65, 72, 90
Misiewicz, Marc 39
Monckton, Janette 43, 90
Moody, Michael 24, 39, 66
Morell, Jonathan 65
Morgan, Peter 94
Morris, Staci 40, 90
Morse, Juli 94













Ning, Sandy 8, 94
















Palmer, Mark 74, 75
Parent, Kathryn 91
Parker, David 56
Parker, Stacey 47, 91
Parnell, Jesica 94














Powell, Rachel 50, 58
Powne, Cassie 91
Prichard, Beau 75
Pritchard, Micah 65, 91








Reck, Rob 66, 94
Redenius, Amy 43
Rees, Andrew 94
Reeves, Amy 23, 91
Regenfuss, Christy 91
Reid, Josh 29
Reimer, Kimberly 63, 65
Rennie, Jennifer 43, 57
Reyna, Brandon 39
Reynolds, Courtney 91
Reynolds, Matthew 22, 56
Rhoades, Sharla 58
Rice, Emily 17, 70
Rice, Ezra 31
Rickey, Jon 29, 33
Ridley, Jamie 94
Rissmiller, Nancy 50, 59, 91
Rodda, Kimberly 91















Schlott, Cami 6, 17




Schneiter, Hans 32, 81
Schnitker, Katy 26, 27
Schoepke, Jamie 92





Schwartz, Brian 24, 44,
Seelye, Linda 94
Seibel, Jason 54, 92
Selby, Curtis 39
Senanayake, Randev 31





Shelley, Shawn 23, 35, 92
Shelley, Yonemura 65
Sherman, Mark 94
Sherrard, Esther 10, 23, 92
Shults, Celeste 12
Sickler, Laura 18
















Spurlock, Scott 54, 92
Starr, Karyn 47














Taylor, Ty 44, 56
TenKley, Reid 23
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Thompson, Bryan 44, 56
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Ubel, Justin 61, 67
Jlberg, Christina 64
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Wayland, Brooke 9, 21
Weare, Leah 23, 31, 76
Weber, Daniel 93
Webster, Christian 93
Weidman, Darren 17, 22, 26,
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Wood, Chris 39, 49
Wood, David 23, 25, 94
Woolbright, Leah 94









Zimmerman, Ben 10, 94
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The day has come to an end
1 30 Closing
Dedicated to the Memory of
Dr. Edward F. Stevens
September 7, 1940 - May 21, 1998
"And we know that in all things
God works for the good of those
who love him, who have been called
according to his purpose."
Romans 8:28
Not an extremely catchy yearbook theme, a little trite even, but the staff and I
felt that it successfully captured the diversity of the students on the George Fox
campus. Each of you have different roles that you play in the daily workings
of this university. It is the responsibility of the yearbook to capture all these
roles and compile them into one hard-bound memory that can be brought out
and conjured up at your leisure. I hope we succeeded.
Now for the specifics. There are some extraordinary people that really made
my job much easier.
To my Assistant Editor and friend, Celeste Shults, I say thank you for every-
thing. Though I know you feel your help was insignificant, I have to tell you
that I couldn't have finished this book without you. Thanks for keeping the
staff entertained and excited about what we were doing. Your faith in my
ability kept me a float. "Sometimes I dream of a revolution....
"
Amy Wharfield, next year's Editor, thank you for your dedication in May and
your input into the books design. I'm confident that your talent will shine next
year. Good luck!
To Deanna Cintas and Amanda Johnson, my army of a staff, I'd like to say
thank you for stepping up and taking care of your projects and doing it all with
smiles on your faces. It was great working with you.
A special thank you goes out to our Herff Jones representative, Annette
Johnson, for always being there when we had a question and for seeming to
have just the right advice when we needed it. No navy blue for us.
Thank you Cary Wadlow for having so much confidence in me. I appreciated
the freedom you gave me and your interest in bettering the yearbook in the
future.
An emphatic thank you to Andrea Adamson and the Darkroom staff for work-
ing so hard to provide photos for us. I know we kept you busy. A special
thank you to Carley Egelston for developing our pictures during May.
To all of you that received annoying email messages about your activities,
thank you for replying so quickly.
To Mr. Ron Barnett, who taught me everything I know about this yearbook
stuff, I say thank you for inspiring me to stick with it.
To the rest of you out there wondering if your name will appear within these
lines, I thank you for opening my eyes to the endless possibilities here at
George Fox University.
Enjoy the book as much as I have enjoyed working on it.
in Him - Co rr/e
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